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Biblioscholar Sep 2012, 2012. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 246x189x5 mm. This item is
printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - In its most basic form, commanders have always
performed the functions of observe, orient, decide, and act (OODA Loop) to prosecute military
operations. As with Alexander the Great, history shows the military commander who best analyzes,
decides, and controls the speed of the engagement prevails in nearly every conflict. To master the
OODA Loop, military leaders have pushed technology to obtain more information. Ironically, this
now leads to the requirement to solve two fundamental challenges if the United States expects to
maintain air and space dominance in 2025. First, the proliferation of unintegrated military
warfighting architectures gives the commander potentially conflicting perspectives of the
battlespace. Second, the explosion of available information creates an environment of mental
overload leading to flawed decision making. Failure to master these challenges critically weakens
the military instrument of power. This paper presents a solution to these challenges confronting
commanders as they employ future airpower forces.Regarding the first challenge, the large
number of specialized warfighting architectures makes information integration supporting overall
coordination and control more important and more difficult. Simultaneously, the speed and the...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best work by any author. It is really simplified but shocks within the 50 % in the publication. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- V ivia nne Dietr ich-- V ivia nne Dietr ich

The best book i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
book to understand.
-- Ra ina  Sim onis-- Ra ina  Sim onis
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